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- heating systems with PVT-panels
- The predominant system design (>80%) is combinations with heat pumps.
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main objectives

- From the joint market analysis, barriers to market access are to be identified and joint solution paths are to be pursued (access to funding, normative gaps for technical characterization)

- Technology Screening PVT, by evaluating the measurement data from real plants the status quo of the technical solutions is to be determined.

- The preparation of monitoring data from well-functioning PVT plants provide best practice examples. This information will be spread via professional articles, project website, videos, trade fair appearances and training sessions.

- Stimulating market preparation and sales opportunities via appearances at trade fairs and conferences.
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your benefit

- access with sector associations BDSW, BDH, BWP
- lively exchange with market players, supplier and customer
- product certification consultation
- cooperation for innovations
- benefit from Fraunhofer ISE market knowledge
- marketing: visualization of your plant in professionell design via Fraunhofer ISE homepage
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monitoring, visualization
Thank you for your kind attention.

korbinian.kramer@ise.fraunhofer.de